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SEMIORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITIONS FOR

ALGEBRAIC VARIETIES

Abstract

A criterion for a functor between derived categories of coherent sheaves to be

fuH and faithful is given. A semiorthogonal decomposition for the derived cate

gory of coherent sheaves on the intersection of two even dimensional quadrics is

obtained. The behaviour of derived categories with respect to birational trans

formations is investigated. A theorem about reconstruction of a variety from the

derived category of coherent sheaves is proved.
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o Introduction.

This paper is devoted to studing of the derived categories of coherent sheaves on

smooth algebraie varieties. Of special interest for us is the case when there exist a

functor D~oh(JVI) ---t D~oh(X) which is fuH and faithful.

It appears that some geometrically important construetions for moduli spaces of

(semistable) coherent sheaves on varieties can be interpreted as instances of this situa

tion. Conversely, we are convinced that any example of such a runetor is geometrically

meaningful.
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If a funetor <I> : D~oh (lVI) --t D~oh ()() is full ancl fai thful, then it induees a

semiorthogonal deeomposition (see definition in eh.2) of D~oh(X) with a 2-step ehain

(D~Oh(1\1).L, D~h(J\!I)): where D~oh(1\1).L is the right orthogonal to D~oh(l\1) in

D~oh (X) .

Deeomposing summands of this ehain, one can obtain a semiorthogonal deeom

position with arbitrary number of steps. Full exeptional sequences, existing on some

Fano varieties (see [[(0]) provides with examples of such decompositions. For this case,

every step of the chain is equivalent to the derived eategory of veetor spaces 01', In

other \Vords, sheaves over the point.

This leads to the idea that the deri ved category of coherent sheaves might be

reasonable to consider as an inearnation of the motive of a variety, while semiorthogonal

deeompositions is a tool for simplifieation of a motive similar to spliting by projeetors

in the Grothendieck motive theory.

lVlain result of eh.l is a eriterion for fuUy faithfulness. Roughly speaking, it claims

t hat for a funetor D~oh (lvI) --+ D~oh(~;xr) to be fu II and fai thful it is suffieient to

satisfy this property on the full subcategory of the one dimensional skyscraper sheaves

ancl its translations.

Let us mention that D~oh(lVI).L might be zero. In this ease we obtain an equiv

alenee of derived categories D~oh(lvI) ~ D~oh (X) . Examples of sueh equivalenees

has been eonsidered by lVlukai in [wIul], [lVlu2] (see eh.l). In ch.3 we prove such equiv

alenees of some flop birational transformations.

Ch.2 is devoted to deseription of a semiorthogonal deeomposition of D~oh(X),

when X is a smooth interseetion of two even dimensional quadrics. It appears that if

we eonsider a hyperelliptie curve C , which is a double covering of the projective line,

parametrizing the peneil of quadrics, with ramification in the points, corresponding

to degenerate quadrics, then D~oh(C) is embedded in D~oh(X) as a full subcate

gory. The orthogonal to D~h(C) in D~oh (X) deeomposes in an exeptional sequenee

(of linear bundles ). This allows to identify moduli spaees of semistable bundles (of

arbitrary rank) on a eurve with moduli spaees of complexes of coherent sheaves on

the intersection of quadrics. For rank 2 bundles such identification is weil known (see

[DR]) and was used for computations of cohomologies of moduli spaces [Bar] and for
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verification of the Verlinde formula.

In ch.3 we investigate the behaviour of D~oh()() under bi rational transformations.

\Ve prove that for a couple of varieties )( and ...\"+ related by some flips the eategory

D~oh(X+) has a natural full and faithful embedding in D~oh(X), This suggest the

idea .that the minimal model program of the birational geometry ean be considered

as a :minimization: for the derived eategory of eoherent sheaves in a given birational

class.

Also we explore some cases of flops. Considered examples allows us to state a

conjecture that the derived categories of coherent sheaves on varieties, connected by a

flop, are equivalent.

Examples of varieties having equivalent derived categories appeal to the question:

to which extent a variety is determined by its derived category?

In chA we prove a reeonstruetion theorem, whieh claims that if X is a smooth

algebraic variety with ample either eanonical 01' antieanonieal sheaf, then another

algebraie variety X' having equivalent the derived category of coherent sheaves

D~oh():) ~ D~oh(X') should be biregulary isomorphie to X .

As a by-product we obtain a description for the group of auta-equivalences of

D~oh(X) ,when )( has ample either canonical 01' anticanonical class.

We are grateful to Max-Planck~Institutefor hospitality and stimulating atmo

sphere. Dur special thanks go to S.Kuleshov for the help during preparation of this

paper. The work had been partially supported by International Science Foundation

Grant l\13EOOO and Russian Fundamental Research Grant.

1 FuII and faithful functors.

For a smooth algebraic variety )( over an algebraically closed field k of charac

teristic 0 by D~oh(X) (resp., Dbcoh("\'")) we denote the bounded derived category of

cohereilt (resp.: quasicoherent) sheaves over X . Notations like j-, j., 0, Horn, Hom

ete. are reserved for derived functors between derived categories, whereas Ri f"" Rom i
,

etc. (resp., Lif-) denote i-th (resp., (-i)-th) cohomology of a complex obtained by

applying f., Horn etc. (resp., f·); [n] denotes the translation funetor by n in
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triangulated category.

Let )( and 1\1 be smooth algebraic varieties of dimension n and m respec

tively, and E an object of D~oh (.'C X AI) . vVith E one can associate a couple of

functors

<I> E : D~oh (1\1) ---+ D~oh ()(),

WE : D~oh (.X") ---+ D~oh (1\/).

Denote by p and 7r the projections of 1\1 X X to 1\1 and ..)( respectively.

1\1 x X ~ .X"

p~

1\1

Then <I> E and \V E are defined hy the formulas:

The main goal of this chapter is the proof of the foIlowing

Theorem 1.1 Let M and X be smooth algebraic vaneties and

E E D~oh(iVI x X") . Then <PE is Juli and jaithful junctor, if and only if the following

orthogonality conditions are verified:

for every t and t 1 =j:. t2 •

for i ~ [0, dimiVI].

Here t, t 1 , t2 are points 0/ IV!, V ti corresponding skyscraper sheaves.

Let us mention that if some fuIl subcategory C c 'D generates 'D as a triangulated

category then for an exaet funetor 'D ---+ 'D' to be full and faithful it is suffieient that

it would be fuIl on C . Unfortunately, the dass of skyseraper sheaves does not generate
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D~oh(lvI) as a triangulated category if diml\1> 0 . At the level of the Grothendieck

gIOUp [(0 ( 1\1) they generate only the lowest term of the topological filtration.

The proof of the theorem is preceded by aseries of assertions concerning functors

between and objects from the derived categories of complexes of coherent sheaves on

smooth varieties.

For any object E from D~oh (X) we denote by EV the dual object:

EV := 1iom(E~ Ox).

Lemma 1.2 The left adjoint /unctor to ~E is

Proof is given by aseries of natural isomorphisms which come from the adjoint

property of functors and Serre duality:

Hom(A, 7f.(E &; p* B)) ~

Rom(7f*A, E &; p* B) ~

Hom(p* B , 7f. A &; E V &; WXxM[n +m])* ~

Hom(B, p.(7f*(A @ wx[nn 0 EV
) 0 wM[m])* ~

Hom(p.(7f·(A &; wx[nn 0 EV
) , B).

The next lemma differs from analogous in [H] in what concerns base change (we

consider arbitrary 9 instead of flat one in [Rn and morphism f (we consider only

smooth morphism instead of arbitrary oue in [Rn.

Lemma 1.3 Let / : X --+ Y be a smooth lnorphism 0/ relative dimension I 0/
smooth projective varieties and g: Y' --+ Y a base change, with Y' being a smooth

variety. Define )(' as the ca7'iesian produet X' = X x y Y' .

X' = ./\ Xy Y' Ä )(
/' t / -!-

y' ~ y
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Then there is anatural isomorphism 0/ functors:

g"/.. (.) ~ /',.9'''(.).

Proof. First~ note that the right adjoint functors to g- f. and f~g'· are, respectively,

/1 g• and g~f'! , where f! denote the right adjoint functor to j • . We are going to

prove that f!g. and g:f'! are iSOITIOrphic.

Serre duality gives a natural isomorphism

Hence,

Analogously,

/g.(.) ~ l·g.(-) ® wXj}--[r}.

(1)

(2)

The latter isomorphism goes from the fact that for a smooth 1 differentials are

eompatible with base change (see [H],III,§1,p.141). Then, by the projection formula

one has

g:/,1(.) ~ 9:/'·(.) ® wXly[r].

By the theorem of flat base change (see [H],II,§5,prop.5.12) one has

'j'* f*g* ~ g•.

(3)

Formulas (2) and (3) imply a functorial isomorphism of g:f'!(·) and /!g.(.) . There

fore, g* f. (.) is isomorphie to f~g'*(') .

Let X, Y, Z be smooth projective varieties and I, J, I( objeets of D~oh(X x Y) ,

D~oh(Y X Z) and D~ohC;( x Z), respeetively. Consider the following diagram of pro

jeetions

XxYxZ

Y p13 1 ~)
XxY XxZ yxZ
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and the tripie of functors

'ljJJ : D~oh(Y) ---+ D~oh(Z),

XK : D~oh ()[) ---+ D~oh (Z)l

defined by the formulas
2 ( 1 .(ePI = 7r12. !Q97r12 ')),

1/JJ = 7r;3..(J Q91r~3·C))'

XI..- = 7fi3.(!( 0 7f~3·(·))·

The next proposition from [Mul] is an analog for derived categories of the compo

sition law for correspondences (see [Mal).

Proposition 1.4 The eo'mposition Junctor Jor cPI and 'ljJJ is isomorphie to XK

with

Proof. It goes from the following sequence of natural isomorphisms, which uses the

projection formula and a base change theorem from [H]:

'ljJJ 0 cPI(') ~ 1r~3.(J 0 7r~3*(1r?2*(! 0 1ri2*(')))) ~

7f~3.(J 0 P23.(P12·(! 0 1ri2*C)))) ~

7r~3.P23.(P23· J 0 P12· (! 0 1ri2· (.))) ~

7fr3.P13.(P23· J 0 P12·! 0 P12· 1r i2 .(.)) ~

rrr3.P13.(P23· J 0 P12·! 0 P13· 7r i3*(·)) ~

7r~3.(P13 .. (P23· J ® P12*!) ® 7ri3"C))·

Proposition 1.5 Let j: Y y X be a smooth irreducib/e subvariety of codimension

d oJ a smooth algeb1'aic variety X J and !( a non-zero object 0/ D~oh(X) satis/ying

Jollowing conditions:

a) i;I( = 0 " for any closed point x 4 X \ y' ,
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when ·i tt [0, d] ) for any closed point x q Y .b) Lii;I{ = 0 "

Then

i) !{ is a pure shea/ (i. e. quasiisomorphie to its zero cohomology shea/)J

ii) the support 0/ f( is Y .

Proof. Let H5 be the q-th cohomology sheaf of !( . Then, for any point x 4 X

there is spectral sequence with the E2 -term consisting of LPi;(1-l5) and converging

to cohomology sheaves of i .. (I() ;

Recall that Lif* denotes the (-i)-th cohomology of j* in accordance with notations

of the analogous left derived functors hetween ahelian categories.

If 7-lqma~ is a nOll-zero sheaf with maximal q 1 then LOi;7-lqma~ is intact hy

differentials while going to Eoo . By assumptions of the proposition Lqi;I( = 0 1 for

q > 0 and for any point x EX. This implies qmax:::; 0 .

Considering the sheaf Hq with maximal q, having the support outside Y 1 one

obtains by the same reasoning that all Hq have their support in Y .

Let Hqm;o be the non-zero sheaf with minimal q. The spectral sequence IS

depicted in the following diagram:

- qm.w;o 0 o qmm.
- - -- - .... - -. - - .... - _••••- ••• - .... - - - - 0- - - - ~

o
o
o

o
o
o

Consider any component C C Y of the support of Hqm,n . If c is the codimension

of C in )( 1 then LCi;o (7-l qm;n) #- 0 for a general closed point Xo E C. It could

have been killed in the spectral sequence only by LPi;(7-lq) with p 2:: c + 2. Eut
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for any sheaf F the closed subscheme Sm(F) of points of cohomological dinlension

> m (see [G])

Sm(F) = {x E )( I LPi;(F) i- 0, for same p 2: m}

has codimension 2: m. Therefore, S'mCH) with m 2: c + 2 cannot cover C, i.e.

there exist a point Xo E C , such that LCi;o ('7-f1min ) survi ves at infinity in the spectral

sequence, hence LC-qmini;o ([() i- °.
Then, by assumption b) of the proposition it follows that ;- - qmin :S d . Since C

belongs to Y, c 2:: d ,hence, qmin 2:: °. In other words, qmin = qmax and !( has

the only non~trivial cohomology sheaf 1-1..0 . This proves i).

Now consider ,Ci = Lij"'!(. There is a spectral sequence for composition of i;
and j'" :

Let ,CqO be a non-zero sheaf with maximal q. Since the support of !( belongs

to Y l qo 2:: d. Again consider a component of the support for ,Cqo. The same

reasoning as above shows that if this component is of codimension b, then for same

point Xo in it, Lbi;o (,Cqo) survives in Eoa of the latter spectral sequence. By the

assumptions of the proposition we have qo +b ~ d . This implies qo = d and b = °.
This means that the support of ,Cd is the whole Y. It follows that the support of

!( coincides with Y. The proposition is proved.

Proof of the Theorem 1.1 . First, let us mention that if <PE is full and faithful

functor, then conditions i) and ii) are verified for obvious reasons. Indeed, it is weIl

known fact that extension groups between skyscraper sheaves in D~oh(1'1) have the

following form:

i) Horn:\, (C'tl , Ot2) = °
ii) Hom:\,(Ot, V t) = AiTM,t,

Bonl:\, (Ot, Ot) = 0,

for every i and t 1 i- t2 ;

for i E [0, diml11],

for i ~ [0, dimJ\1].

Here t, t I, t2 are points of j\J[ , TM,t the tangent vector space to 1\1 at t, and Ai

the i-th exterior power.
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Fully faithfulness of <I> E implies that the same relations are valid for Images

<f> E( Ot) in D~oh (.X") .

In what fo11ows we prove the inverse statement.

Consider composition of cI> E with its left adjoint functor <PE' vVe are going to

prove that the canonical natural transformation Q': <PE 0 <P E --r id is an isomorphism

of functors. This is equivalent to fu11y faithfulness of <PE. Indeed, for any pair of

objects A, B E D~oh (!v!) the natural hOlTIomorphism

Hom(A, B) -+ I-Iom(<PEA : <pEB) ~ Hom(<PE<PEA, B),

is induced by a.

By lemma 1.2 we have

cI>'E ~ 'lJ EV 07r"'Wx [n].

From proposition 1.4 the object [( of D~oh(lvI X j\1) , which determines <I>'E0<P E ,

IS

(4)

where the morphisnls Q13, q23, q12 and 1f are taken from the following diagram

MxXxM

y qlJ! ~

MxX MxM XxM

IX
M x

XI
M

vVe need to prove that [( IS quasiisomorphie to 0 ~ = D. .. OAf , where .6. :

1\1 -t Ivl x 1\1 is the diagonal embedding, because 0 ~ gives the identity func

tor on D~oh(lvI) .
Let us consider a commutative diagram

x ~

f-l-

Speck ~

kI x X x N!

q13 -l-

1\1 x 1\1
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Here i t1t2 is the embedding of a geometrie point (tlt2) In NI x 1\1 t and f: X -+

Speek the eorresponding fibre of qI3 over this point.

This diagram is useful for computing the fibres of !( over points of kJ x Ai .

Indeed, by lemma 1.3

From the eommutative diagram

where )t1 IS the embedding x I-t (tl, x) , and from the definition of <I> E one

obtains:

Analogously,

j;lt2Q12*(EV (9 1T*WX) = <I>E(OtJ v ® Wx·

Formulas (5), (6), (7) imply isomorphisms:

(6)

(7)

The last equality comes from Serre duality on )( .

Apply proposition 1.5 to the diagonal embedding of j\II In 1\1 x A1 . Then by

formula (8) and assumptions of the theorem, the objeet !( satisfies the hypothesis

of the proposition. Therefore, !( is a pure sheaf with the support at the diagonal

.6.1\1 .

The natural transformation a gives rise to a sheaf homomorphism !( -+ O.ö. . It

is an epimorphisffi, because otherwise its image would not generate the stalk of OC1
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at some point (t,t) at the diagonal. But this would imply that <I>E(CJ~) has no

endomorphisms ( that is, the trivial object) in contradiction with assumptions of the

theorem.

Let F he the kernel of this morphism, i.e. there is an exact sequence of coherent

sheaves on i\tI X l\l :

o-f F -f !( ---+ CJ~ -r 0 (9)

\Ve have to prove that F is trivial. Considering the pull back of the short exact

sequence to any point from k{ X iVI we obtain a long exact sequence showing that

the sheaf F satisfies hypothesis of proposition 1.5. It follows from the proposition

that the support of F coincides with the diagonal .ßiVJ . It is sufficient to prove that

the restrietion of F to the diagonal is zero. Let us consider for this the commutative

diagram:

1V[ X X

P+
1\1

lvI x X x J\t[

t
A1 x i\tJ

where vertical morphisms are natural projections. Applying lemma 1.3 to the object

(q23"'(E V 01i"*wx) 0 Q12" E)[n] [rom D~oh(l\1 x X x i\tI) and formula (4) we obtain a

formula for the derived functors of the restriction-to-diagonal functor for [{ :

Therefore, by the relative version of Serre duality and hypothesis of the theorem

~*!( = CJ~,

Unfortunately, it is not sufficient to know that the restrietion of J( to the diagonal

lS CJä ,because J( might not be the push forward along ~ of a sheaf on M (heing,

'situated' on some infinitesimal neighborhood of ~(!v[) ).

Furthermore, [1~ *(O~) = OJ\1 , this means that the long exact sequence, obtained

from (9) by tensoring with 0 6 looks as folIows:
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Since the support of F eoincides with .6.(M) , so does the support of L°.6. ... F ,

i.e. L°.6. ... F is not a torsion sheaf.

Therefore, if LO~ ... F is not zero, then this exact sequence shows that

,6* : TM ---+ R1p.(E (9 E V
)

has a non-trivial kernel.

REM A RI< . lf one consider Cf> E ( ()t) as a system of objects from D~oh(X)

parametrized by 1\1 ,then the restrietion of ß· to any point L from lvI is, actually,

the hOlTIOmorphism from the deformation theory

Therefore, a vector field from the kernel of ß'" gives a direction, which the objeets

da not change along with. This is in contradiction with the orthogonality assumptions

of the theorem. Unfortunately, integrating such an algebraic vector field one might

obtain non-algebraic curves.

For this reason our further strategy is going to find only a formal one-parameter

deformation at one point to in M , along which E has a formal connexion (analog of

trivialization), and then to bring this in contradiction \Vi th the property of <I> E ( 0 to ) to

having the support in point to , which is a consequenee of the orthogonality condition.

Consider a point to in lvI, U an open neighborhood of to and a non-zero at

Lo loeal seetion ~ E HO (U, TM lu) , whieh belongs to the kernel of ß· . This vector

field ~ defines a formal I-dimensional suhseheme r of the formal neighborhood (;

of to in iVI. The defining ideal of the subscheme consists of the function on {;

having trivial all iterated derivatives along e at point to ' ( the zero derivative being

the value of a function at to ):

J = {f E HOU),O) I ~k(f)lto = 0, for any k 2 O}.

It follows that the restrietion of ß· to the tangent bundle Tr,to of r at to 15

trivial.

Denote Er the restrietion of E to r x X . Oue has
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Hom}xx{p*Tr, E~ 0 Er) ~ Hom}(Tr, p*(E~ 0 Er)) ~

Hom~(Tr, Rlp.(E~ 0 Er)), (10)

Since Tr is ffee ( of rank 1 ) on r.
Let HS consider the first infinitesimal neighborhood ß~ of the diagonal ßr :

r x )( ---+ r x r x X . Pulling Er back to r x r x X along the first coordinate,

then restricting to ß ~ and then pushing forward along the second coordinate, one

obtains the object Jl (Er) E D~oh (r x X) of 'first jets' of Er . It is included in an

exact triangle :

(11)

Hefe aiE is the so called Atiyah dass of E. It can be considered as an element

of Hom}xx (p'"Tr , Er 0 Er). Under identification from (10) atE comes into the

restriction of ß· to r, which is the trivial element of Hom~(Tr 1 R1p.( Er 0 Er))

by the choice of r .
vVe consider Er as an element of the derived category of quasicoherent sheaves on

X. It is naturally endowed with an additional homomorphism A --+ Endx Er , where

A is an algebra of functions on r (isomorphie to k[[t]]). Such a homomorphism we

call by A-module structure on Er. A-lTIodule structure on Er induces A-module

structures on Er 0p'"O~ and Jl(Er ) 1 so that morphisms from (11) are compatible

with them.

Like for usual vector bundles there exists a natural homomorphism in Dbcoh(X) :

which is a differential operator of first order with respect to A-module strueture.

Triviality of atE iInplies existence of a morphism

which is a section of the first morphism from (11). The composition \7 = J/op, defines

a morphism of quasicoherent sheaves on r X X

15



which is a connexion on Er along the fibres of the projection pr: r x X -t r in

the sense that if t E A is a function on our formal scheme r : then the following

equality for morphisms from Er to Er 0 p·n~ is valid:

'Vot - toV' = dt, (12)

here t is identified with the corresponding morphism [rom Er to Er and dt

denotes the operator of tensor multiplication with elt.

Since r is a one-dimensional subscherne, n~ is a one-dimensional free A-module.

Hence, for the reason of simplicity we can identify Er with Er 0 p"'n~ by means

of tensoring with dt, where t E A is a formal parameter on the scheme r. Then,

formula (12) gives the coordinate-impulse relation between V' and t:

['V, t] = 1. (13)

Lemma 1.6 Under the above identijication 0/ Er with Er 0 p·n~ the morphism

V'at is invertible in Endx Er

Proof. From (13) one has :

This gives a formula for the inverse to V' 0 t :

(V'ot)-l = f (_l)k tkoV'k
k=o (k + 1)1

This formal series correctly defines an endomorphism of Er, beeause by definition

Er is the limit of a system of objects Ern from rn X X ,where rn is the n

th infinitesimal neighborhood of to in r. For every n the formula gives a finite

expansion for an endomorphism of Ern, thus , in the limit, it does an endomorphism

of Er . This proves the lemma.

Let Ea be the first member of an exaet triangle :

lt is an object of the derived category of quasicoherent Ox -modules ('horisontal

seetions of E ').
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Proposition 1.7 i) The composition A 0/ p X 'idA with the 'mu/tip/ication 'morphism

Er x A --7 Er :
PXidf EA : Eo x A Er x A --7 r

is an isomorphism] in other words it yields trivia/ization 0/ Er .

ii) Eo is quasiisomarphic to a camp/ex 0/ caherent sheaves on X .

Proof. Let us consider the cone C of A ;

Eo x A ~ Er --7 C.

Restricting this exact triangle to the fibre X o of pr over the closed point of r
(which is, of course, naturally identified with X), one obtains an exact triangle ;

Eo~ Erl ' --7 Cl ' .
"''\0 ...\0

Vanishing of Cl, implies vanishing of C 1 hence, for proving i) we need to show
"''\0

that the left morphism Ao of this tri angle is isomorphism.

~IIultiplicationby t gives an exact triangle of sheaves on r x X

to--7 0 rxx --7 0 rxx --7 0 X o --7 0

It lifts to an exact triangle:

Er ~ Er --7 Erl " --7 Er[l].
"''\0

Consider an octahedral diagram of exact triangles [BBD):

By lemma 4.3 '\lot is an isomorphism. Hence, G is zero object and Ao is an

isomorphism. Since Elx
o

is the restriction of complex of coherent sheaves to X o ,
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Eo is coherent over .~o. Since cl = G[l] is zero, so lS C. Therefore, ,,\ is
Xo

isomorphism.

In order to finish the proof of theorem 1.1 let us look at the image L = <PE0<PE(Oto)

of Oto under the fnnetor

<PE ° <P E : D~oh (1\1) ---+ D~h (1\1).

Recall that by lemma 1.2

The trivialization of E along r from proposition 1.7 gives us a similar trivial

ization of EV ® rr*wx . By the definition of \lf this implies trivialization along r of

any objeet from the image of <PE' Sinee we know that <PE 0 <P E is determined by

sheaf ]( , having the diagonal .6.( 1\1) as its support, the image L of a skyscraper

sheaf Oto is a non-zero object from D~oh(l\1) having ta as the support.

This means that L annihilates by some power ]k of the maximal ideal I CA.

Such an object has a trivialization only if it is zero. This finishes the proof of theorem

1.1 .

The simplest example of a full and faithful functor D~oh(NI) ---+ D~h (X) flses In

the ease when IV! is a point. In this situation we have the only object E E D~h(X) ,

whieh is an exceptional one:

Hom~(E, E) = k,

Hom~(E, E) = 0, for i =1= °
It gives a funetor from the derived eategory of veetor spaees over k to D~oh(X) .

Nlukai in [~'t'1ul] and [Mu2] eonsidered two important examples of fully faithful

funetors between geometrie eategories.

First one is the so ealled Fourier-ivlukai transform. It gives equivalence

for any abelian variety A and its dual A.

vVe briefly reeall his eonstruction.
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Let A be an abelian variety of dimension g, A its dual abelian variety and P

the normalized Poincare bundle on A x A. As A is a moduli space of invertible

sheaves on A , P is a linear veetor bundle, and normalization means that both pI .
AxO

and pI . are trivial.
OxA

Theorem 1.8 ((~vlu1]). The Juncto'rs <Pp : D~h(A) -+ D~oh(A) and Wp
b" bDcoh (A) -+ D coh (A) a1'e equ ivalences 0f tnangulated catego ries and

here (-lA t is the auto-equivalence 0/ D~oh (A) induced by the automorphism oJ

'multiplication by -Ion A.

Proof. (see (NIu1]).

In the case of a principally polarized abelian variety (A, L) ,where L is a polar

ization, the dual A is identified with A. Then «Pp ean be regarded as an auto

equivalence of D~oh(A). <Pp in coupie with the functor of tensoring by L generates

the action of the Artin braid group B3 on three strands.

The other example of 1rIukai is a K3-surface S, while A1 is a moduli spaee of

stable veetor bundles.

Speeifieally, for a smooth K3-surface Sone eonsider the NI ukai lattice Jvt (S) ,

which is the image of the ehern homomorphism !(o(S) --+ H*(S, C) [rom the

Grothendieck group !{o(S) to full eohomology group H*(S, C) . There is the Euler

bilinear form on Jvt(S) , which for vectors v and v' presented by some sheaves :F

and :F' is defined by the formula:

Since the eanonieal dass is trivial, by Serre duality this form is symmetrie.

Let v be an isotropie indivisible by integer vector with respect to x. The coarse

moduli spaee of stable bundles on 5 1 corresponding to v, is again a smooth K3

surface 5'. There is a rational correspondence between 5 and S'. If S' is a fine

moduli spaee, then we have the universal vector bundle E on S x S' .
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Theorem 1.9 [Mu2] . Funetor <I> E : D~oh (S) --7 D~h (S') 18 an equivalence 0/
triangulated categories.

In the both examples of equivalences the canonical dass of varieties (either of

abelian one or of a K3-surface) is trivial. In chapter 3 we construct another example

of equivalence between geometrie categories using flops. The centre of such transfor

mation is in a sense trivial with respect to the canonical class. An explanation for this

phenomenon is given in chapter 4.

2 Intersection of two even dimensional quadrics.

In this chapter we show how theorem 1.1 helps to construct a semiorthogonal decom

position of the derived category of cüherent sheaves on the intersection of two even

dimensional quadrics, with one summand being the derived category on a hyperelliptic

curve and the others being generated by single exceptional objects.

This result can be considered as a categorical explanation for the description, due

to Desale and Ramanan, of moduli spaces of rank 2 vector bundles on a hyperelliptic
,-

curve as a base of a family of projective subspaces belonging to the intersection of two

even dimensional quadrics [DRJ. Dur construction gives analogous description for any

moduli spaces of bundles on the curve by means of families of complexes of coherent

sheaves on the intersection locus.

"Ve first recall some definitions and facts concerning exceptional sequences, admis

sible subcategories, Serre functors and semiorthogonal decompositions [Bo], [BK].

Let B be a full subcategory of an additive category. The right orthogonal to B is

the full subcategory BJ.. c A consisting of the objects C such that Hom(B, C) = 0

for all BEB. The left orthogonal loB is defined analogously. If B is a triangulated

subcategory of a triangulated category A, then loB and B1. are also triangulated

subcategories.

Definition 2.1 Let B be a strictly Juli triangulated ;ubcategory oJ a triangulated

category A. l·Ve say that B is right admissible (resp.} left admissible) iJ fo1' each

)( E A there is an exact triangle B -+ X -+ C , where BEB and C E BJ.. (resp'J

D -+ )( -+ B ,where D E loB and BEB). A subcategory is calied admissible if it
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is feft and fight admissibfe.

Definition 2.2 An exceptional object in a derived category A is an objeet E

satisfying the conditions Homi(E, E) = 0 when i::j:. 0 and Hom(E, E) = k .

Definition 2.3 A full exceptional sequence in A is a sequence of exceptional objects

(Eo, ... , En ) , satisfying the semiorthogonal condition Horn' (Ei, E j ) = 0 when i > j ,

and generating the category A .

The concept of an exceptional sequence IS a special case of the concept of a

semiorthogonal sequence of subcategories:

Definition 2.4 A sequence 0/ adrnissibfe subcategories (Bol"" Bn ) zn a derived

category A is said to be semiorthogonal if the condition B j C Bf holds when j < i

for any 0 :::; i :::; n. In addition, a semiorthogonal sequence is said to be full if

it generates the category A. In this case we call such a sequence semiorthogonal

decomposition 0/ the category A and denote this as folIows:

Definition 2.5 Let A be a triangulated k -linear category with finite-dimensional

Hom/s . A covariant additive funetor F: A --+ A that commutes with translations is

cal/ed a Serre fu nctor i/ it is a category equivalence and there are given bi-funetorial

isomorphisms

for E, G E A , with lhe following property: the composite

(<PP(E),F(G))"'O'PE,G : Hom.A(E , G) ---t HOffi.A(G , F(E))'" -t Hom.A(F(E) , F(G))

coincides wilk the iso'morphism induced by F .

Theorem 2.6 [BK] i) Any Berre funetor is exaet)

ii) Any two SeTTe f7Lnetors are connected by a canonical funetorial isomorphism.
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Let X be a smooth algebraie variety, n = dirnX, A = D~h (X) the derived

eategory of eoherent sheaves on X ,and Wx the eanonieal sheaf. Then the funetor

(.) ® wx[n] is a Serre funetor on A, in view of the Serre-Grothendieek duality:

Let us fix notations. For veetor spaees U and V of dimension 2 and n = 2k ,

respeetively, we consider a linear embedding:

By projeetivization <.p defines a peneil of projeetive quadries in pn-I = P(V) ,

parametrized by pI = P(u) .

Denote by X the interseetion loeus of these quadrics. Let {qi}i=I, ... ,n C pI are

the points, eorresponding to the degenerate quadries. vVe assurne that all qi are mu

tually distinet. This implies that X is a smooth variety and quadries eorresponding to

qi have simple degeneration. Consider a double covering C 2...t pI with ramifieation

in all points {qi}. Then C is a hyperelliptic eurve.

In order to eonstruet a fully faithful funetor D~oh(C) ---+ D~oh(X) we find a veetor

bundle S on C X X and then use theorem 1.1 for the functor clls (see eh.l). To

outline the idea of eonstrueting the bundle S, let us reeall that for non-degenerate

even dimensional quadrie there exist two spinor bundles (c.g. (Ka]). Restrieting these

two bundles to X and varying our quadrie in the peneil we obtain that C is the fine

moduli space of spinor bundles. Unfortunately, the fine moduli spaee exists only for a

peneil of even dimensional-quadrics. For the ease of more than two quadrics of arbitrary

dimension there appeal' some global obstructions for gluing together spinor bundles and

loeal problems for extending to points, corresponding to degenerate quadrics.

A generalization to the ease of more then two quadrics of arbitrary dimension will

be given in a fortheoming paper.

Let Y (relative grassmanian of maximal isotropie subspaces) be a subvariety in

P(U) x G( k, V) consisting of the pairs (q, L) such that L is isotropie with respeet

to the quadric eorresponding to q (which we denote by the same letter q):

Y:= {(q,L) E pI X G(k, V)I q(L) = O}.
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The image of Y under the natural map into Albanese variety is isomorphie to C.

Thus, we have a natural projeetion ep : Y -r C , whieh is a smooth projeetive

Illorphism. Its fibre over a point c E C is one of two eonneeted eomponents of the

maximal isotropie grassmanian, eorresponding to the quadrie p(c). Of course, the

eomposition POIfJ coineides with the natural projeetion to pi , in other words p and

ep give the Stein faetorization of the projeetion.

Now eonsider linear subspaces of dimension k -1 , whieh belangs to X . It is weil

known that the variety of ail such subspaces is isomorphie to Jacobian J(C) of the

curve C [Rl]. vVe ehoase one of them JVI. It gives a seetian of 'P. Indeed, if one

eonsider a subvariety CA1 C Y of pairs (q, L) E Y such that L contains M:

then r.p biregulary projeets C}vf to C: beeause for any non-degenerate (resp., de

generate) quadrie from our peneil there exist two (resp., one) eontaining IVI maximal

isotropie subspaees, whieh lie in the different eomponents of the grassmanian, corre

sponding to this quadrie.

Now eonsider the subvariety D C Y of pairs (q, L) such that L has a non-trivial

interseetion with lvI:

D := {(q, L) E Y I L n iVf :f 0}.

Then D is a divisor in Y . Denote by .c = O( D) the eorresponding linear bundle

on Y .

Now eonsider the variety F (of partial isotropie Rags) eonsisting of tripies

(q,I,L) E pi X P(Y) X G(k, Y) such that I C Land q(L) = 0:

F:= {(q,I,L) E pi X P(Y) x G(k, V)11 CL, q(L) = O}.

Sinee l CL, l is a point of the quadric q. In other wards, the projeetions of F

to the eomponents pi x P(V) and pi X G(k, V) of the product give the couple of

maps: J.l: F -f Y, ,\ : F -t Q, where Q is the relative quadric, i.e., the variety

ofpairs (q,l) E pi X P(Y) , such that q(l) = 0:

Q:= {(q,l) E pi X P(V)j q(l) = O}.
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The projection to the first component gives a map: Q -r pt .

Let Qe = Q Xpl C be the product of Q over pI . Since 'P0j1.: F -r C and

..\ : F --T Q are maps to the component of the product, by the universal property we

have a map v: F -r Qe .

Since X belangs to all quadrics of the pencil we have the natural embedding

4\' x pI Y Q , which lifts up to an embedding E:.\' X C Y Qe . All these varieties

and maps are depicted in the following diagram:

F

1'\
Exxc- Oe y

/ / \ /~
XXpl_ Q C

\ f
pi

Now define S = E*V.jJ.*'c. Actually, S is a vector bundle on )( xe.
Let us fixed a point c E C . If q = p(c) is a smooth quadl'ic, then the fibre of S

over X x c ~){ is one of two spinol' bundles on q, restricted to X . If q = p(c) IS

degenel'ate, then it is a cone over a quadric of the same dimension a.s X . Then the

fibre of S over X x c ~ X is the l'estriction to X of the puH back of the spinor

bundle on this even dimensional quadric to the cone. Since X does not meet the

singular point of the cone, this restriction is also a vector bundle on X .

Let us recall the structure of the derived category for a smooth projective quadric

due to lvI. Kapranov.

There exist two for an even dimensional (resp., one for an odd dimensional) quadric

q spinor bundles Sq and Sq (resp., Sq). The exceptional sequence

(O( -d + 1), O( -cl + 2), ,0, Bq, Sq)

(O( -d + 1), CJ(-d + 2), ,0, Sq)

for d even,

for d odd

(14)

(15)

is full strong exceptional collection on q, here d = dirn q (see [Kal). For d even,

Sq and Bq are mutually homologically orthogonal.
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Theorem 2.7 The fllnctOT' <Ps: D~oh(C) --t D~h(X) is Juli and Jaithful.

Proof. Vve shall use facts about spinar bundles on smooth quadrics.

\Ve have to verify conditions of theorem 1.1 for fibres of S over X xc.

First, let us check the orthogonality conditions. Suppose that Cl and C2 are

points of C , such that p(cd #- P(C2) , and let SI and 52 are spinor bundles over

corresponding quadrics. There are short exact sequences of sheaves on the projective

space P(V) :

o--t V @ O( -2) ---+ V @ O( -1) ---+ 5~ ---+ 0,

o-+ vV 0 O( -1) -r vV @ 0 --+ 52 -+ O.

Here we identify bundles on quadrics with corresponding coherent sheaves on P(V).

If any of these quadrics is degenerate, then the same sequences holds beyond singular

points of the quadric, being sufficient for what folIows. Consider these sequences as

resolutions for Si, and 52 and use them for computation Si @ 52. Since the

quadrics intersect transversally, there are uo torsion groups:

for i > O.

Therefore, we obtain aresolution for S; 0 S2 of the following kind:

o-+ C 0 O( -3) -+ B 0 O( -2) --+ A 0 O( -1) -+ 5; C:9 52 -+ O.

Computing cohomologies of 5~ 0 52 by means of this resolution we obtain the or

thogonality conditions for the case p(cd f:. p(C2) :

Now suppose that p(cd = p(C2)' Then we have to verify orthogonal ity, whi le

restricted to )( : between two spinor bundles Sq and Bq on a single non-degenerate

quadric q.

Consider the tensor product S; @ Bq over q. Since X 1 as a divisor in q, is

equivalent to double hyperplane section, we have an exact sequence of sheaves on q:
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Computing cohomology we easily find that

for any i.

Indeed,

for any i.

Then, rnutating Bq two times to the left in sequence (14) one can obtain a new

exceptional sequence:

(V( -d + 1), ... :V( -2), Bq(-2), O( -1), V, Bq).

It yields:

Now let us verify condition ii) of theorem 1.1. Suppose q = p(c) is a non

degenerate quadric and <I>s(Oc) = Bq. We can calculate Ext~(<I>s(Vc),<I>s(Ve))

using the following exact sequence on the quadric:

Since Bq is an exceptional object in D~oh(q) and Sq( -2) is a double left mutation

in the collection (14), we have

H~(S; 0 Bq) = k,

H~(S; 0 Sq( -2)) = k,

Then the short sequence gives:

H~(B; 0 Bq) = 0 i # 0;

H~(S; 0 Sq( -2)) = 0 i # 2.

Similarly for <I> s(Oe) = Sq .

Now suppose that q = p(c) is adegenerate quadric. Then the projection from

the centre of the cOlle gives a double covering 7r: ~Y --t q' from X to a quadric of

dimension d - 1 . Since <I> s(Oe) = 7r* S'ql is the pull back of the spinor bundle Bql

on this quadric along 7r,
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By projection formula we have:

iT".7i-(S;1 @ Sql) = ir_Ox 08;1 (9 Sql = [01
1EV Oql( -1)] @ S;I (9 Sql =

= S;I (9 Bql ffi 5;1 (9 Sql( -1). (17)

Since 57
1 is exceptional on q' and Sql( -1) is the left mutation of Bql ln sequence

(15), it follows that

HO(S;I (9 Sql) = k, Hi(S;1 @ 5q l) = 0 for i -I- 0;

Hl(S;, (:9 Sql( -1)) = k, Hi(S;, (9 Sql) = 0 for i -I- 1.

Combining this with (16) and (17), we obtain:

Hom(<ps(Oc),<Ps(Oc)) = k, Ext 1 (cI>s(Oc), <Ps(Oc)) = k,

Exti(cI>s(Oc),<Ps(Oc)) = 0, for i > 1.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.

Let us recall that we consider the intersection )( of two quadrics of dimension

d = n - 2.

Proposition 2.8 The image 0/ <P~ : D~oh(C) -+ D~oh(X) is left orthogonal to the

exceptional sequence a = (Ox( -d + 3), ... ,0x) on X .

Proof. First, the sequence (Ox (-d"+ 3), ... ,Ox) is exceptional on X . Indeed,

from the short exact sequence on a non-degenerate quadric q:

,
and from exceptionali ty of (14) one can easily find: Hj (.\.", O(k)) = 0 , for any J and

-d + 3 < k < 0 .

Similarly to the proof of lemma 1.2 one can show the existence of the right adjoint

functor W: D~oh(.Y) -+ D~oh(C) to <Ps. Then for any object A E D~oh(C) one

has

Homx (cI>sA, O(i)) = Hom(A, W(O(i))).

\Ve have to show that \lJ(O(i)) = 0, for O(i) E a.
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Since there are no non-zero objects in D~oh (C) which are orthogonal to ,all

skyscraper sheaves Oe, e E C , it is sufficient to prove that all <Ps(Oe) are or

thogonal to a. Eut every <P S( Oe) is a spinor bundle Bq restricted to .:( either

from a smooth or from adegenerate quadric. In the former case we have an exact

sequence

o~ S;(-2) -+ S; -+ S; Ix -+ O.

Using this sequence and exceptionality of (14) we easily find that Sq is right orthog

onal to a.

If the quadric is degenerate, then we have a projection 7r: X -+ ql to a quadric

of dimension d - 1 ,and <p( Oe) = 1f*( Bq,). Therefore:

Ext~ (<1>( Oe), O( i)) = Exd( (iJ"*( Sq!), O(i)) =

= Ext~, (Bq/ 1f*O(i)) = Ext~! (Bq/ O( i) ffi O( i - 1)).
Because of exceptionality of (15) we are done.

Now we regard D~oh (C) as a subcategory in D~oh (X) . As has been shown (1 =

(Ox( -d + 3), ... , Ox) lies in the right orthogonal to D~h(X) .

Theorem 2.9 The category D~oh(X) on the intersection 01 two quadries 0/ dimen

sion d is generated as a tnangulated category by a and D~oh (C) , in other words

there is a semiorthogonal deeomposition

D~oh(X) = (Ox( -d + 3), ... , Ox, D~oh(C))

Proof. Consider the subcategory D c D~oh(X) , generated by a and D~oh(X).

First, let us mention that the composition of the natural embedding Ko{ D) 0 k ----t

l(o()() 0 k with the Chern character

eh : !(o(X) (9 k ----t H*(.X, k) = ffiHi,i(X, k)

is a surjective homomorphism from the Grothendieck group of D, tensored by k,

to the sum of the diagonal cohomologies of )( with coefficients in k. Indeed, the

Chern character is a surjective morphism with the kernei, consisting, by Riemann

Roch-Hirzebruch formula, of those v E !(o(.)() 0 k , which are in the (say, fight)
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kernel of the Euler eharacteristic bilinear form X (see eh.l). From the orthogonal

deeomposition for D one easily finds that the restrietion of X on D has rank d,

whieh eoincides with the dimension of [[·(X, k) . The surjectivity follows.

Sinee D has a semiorthogonal deeomposition by admissible subeategories, it is

in turn admissible [BK]. Then, as usually, we suppose that D.L is not trivial and

consider an objeet Z E D.L . It follows from above that eh(Z) = 0 .

Consider a singular quadric containing )( . Let ?T: X ~ q be a projection from

the singular point of this quadric to a non-singular quadric q of dimension d - 1 .

There is a semiorthogonal decomposition

(18)

For any A C D~oh(q) we have an isomorphism:

Homx(?T·.4, Z) = Homq(A, ?T.Z)

Since all but the first element of (18) after lifting to X belong to the subcategory

D , it follows that 7f.Z belongs to (Oq( -d + 3), ... , Oq, Sq) 1- = (Oq (-d + 2)) .

\Ve aim to prove that Z as an objeet in D~oh(X) is quasi-isomorphie to the direet

surn of its eohomology sheaves.

Lemma 2.10 For any couple 0/ coherenl sheaves A, B on X J sueh thai ?T•.4

and ?T.B are direct sums 0/ copies 0/ a single linear bundle on q J one has

Proof. Let s be the IT -fibrewise involution on )( . The fibred square )(' = X x q X

of )( over q is a union of two copies of X : which interseets in the (smooth)

ran1ification divisor H of )( . These are the diagonal

6.X = {(:c, x)lx E )(}

and the s -diagonal

ß!jX = {(x,sx)lx E _X"}.
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This description implies a short exact sequence of coherent sheaves on X':

o --+ 0 fi,X ( - H) --+ 0 x' --+ 0 fix --+ O. (19)

Denote by PI, P2 the projections of X' to X . Take any coherent sheaf C on X .

Tensoring (19) with pic one obtains:

Then, applying P2. to this sequence, one has:

o --+ s.C( -1) --+ P2.piC --+ C --+ O.

Using the Hat base change theorem (see [H],II,§5,prop.5.12) where the morphism and

the base change both are 7T, we obtain:

Therefore one has an exact sequence for any sheaf on X:

o --+ s.C( -1) --+ 7T·7T.C --+ C --+ O. (20)

Let now A and B be such that 7T.A and 7T.B are sums of copies of a linear

bundle on q. \Vithout loss of generality we can assume that this linear bundle is

trivial. Since 7T.s. ~ 7r. ,putting C = Band C = s.B( -1) in (20), we obtain

exact sequences:

o --+ s.B( -1) --+ EBO --+ B --+ 0

o --+ B( -2) --+ EBO( -1) --+ s.B( -1) --+ O.

Juxtaposing these two sequences and then repeating the procedure in the same way

one obtains aresolution for B:

... --+ 870(-2) --+ EBO(-l) --+ EBO --+ B --+ O.

Using this resolution anel the fact that 7r.A is a trivial bundle, one obtains a

spectral sequence converging to Ext" (B, A(-d +2)) :

E~,q = EB ExtP(V( -q), V( -d +2)) => Extp+q(B, A(-d + 2))
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which shows tha·t

Ext<d-2(B, A(-d + 2)) = Q.

By the adjunction formula one easily calculates the eanonical class of X :

wx=Ox(-d+2).

Thus, by Serre duality the equality hoIds:

It follows that Ext> 1(A, B) = 0 .

Since Oq( -d + 2) is an exceptional sheaf, any object from (Oq( -d + 2)) is

isomorphie to the direet sum of its eOhOITIology sheaves, whieh in turn are direet sums

of eopies of Oq( -d +2) .

Let 1-l i be the cohomology sheaves of Z. Since R07f. is an exact functor,

F{J7f.1ii are direct sums of eopies of Oq( -d + 2) . It follows by the lemma that

It is weIl known that this implies a decomposition of Z into a direct sum of its

eohomology sheaves.

Since Z E D.l. , it follows that 1ii E D.l.. Then we have from above that

ch(1i i ) = O. But a sheaf (not a complex of sheaves) with trivial ehern eharaeter

is zero. As all eohomologies of Z are zero, then Z is quasi-isomorphie to zero itself.

This finishes the proof.

3 Birational transformations.

The aim of this chapter is to trace behaviour of the derived category of coherent

sheaves with respect to birational transformations. It turns out that blowing up and flip

transformations have a categorical incarnation as adding 01' removing of semiorthogonal

summands of a quite simple nature.

For a flop there are no such summands, thus it produces an equivalence of triangu

lated categories.
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The simplest instance of abirational transformation is a blowing up of a variety

along a smooth centre. A discription of the derived category of the blow-up in terms

of the categories of the variety and of the. centre is done in [0] . We give here the

treatment with small corrections and with a stress on theorem 1.1 in proofs.

Let Y be a smooth subvariety of coclimension r in a smooth algebraic variety

_"K. • Denote X the smooth algebraic variety obtained by the blowing up of ."K. along

the centre Y . There exists a fibred square:

where i and j are embeddings of smooth varieties, and p: Y ---+ Y is the projective

fibration of the exceptional divisor Y in X over the centre Y . Recall that Y =
P(NXjY) is the projeetivization of the normal bundle to Y in X .

Proposition 3.1 (see [0]) The pul! back junctors

are Juli and Jaithful.

Proof. The functor rr* (resp., p*) is isomorphie to ~Ex (resp., <I>Ey), where

Ex (resp., Ey ) is the strueture sheaf of the incidence subscheme Zx (resp., Zy)

In X x X (resp., Y X Y ).
vVe shall show that proof easily follows from theorem 1.1 . Indeed~ for a point

x E )( 1 <I>Ex(Ox) = rr*(Ox) (resp., for a point y E Y, <I>Ey(Oy) = p*(Oy) ) is

the structure sheaf of the rr -fibre over x. Since fibres are disjoint, orthogonality

condition i) of theorem 1.1 folIows. For ci> Ey analogously.

Since X has the same dimension as X and due to the fact that for any cou

pie (F, E) of sheaves on a smooth variety Exti(F, E) = 0 for i greater than the

dimension of the varietYl condition ii) of theorem 1.1 for <I> Ex is verified.
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Let us remark that for A c B , a smooth subvariety in a smooth varietYl loeal

extension groups for the structure sheaf 0 A of the subvariety are equal:

(21 )

where lVB/A is the normal vector bundle of A in B.

For fibres p"'( Oy) , whieh are biregulary isomorphie to projective spaees, the nor

mal bundle is trivial. Thus they have no the higher cohomologies and the speetral

sequenee frorn loeal to global extension groups gives eondition ii) of theorem 1.1 for

<PEy .

Another proof uses the projeetion formula:

Analogously for jf*. Combining with the faets that ir.O..y = Ox and p.Oy = Oy

this gives the proof.

Proposition 3.2 For any invertible sheaf Lover Y ) the funetor

is fu/l and faithful.

Proof.

Let us verify the hypothesis i) and ii) of the theorem 1.1 . For a point y E Y the

image <p(Oy) is the strueture sheaf of the eorresponding p -fibre (regarded as a sheaf

on X). Sinee p -fibres over distinet points are disjoint the orthogonality eondition

i) of the theorem 1.1 folIows.

Now let us eonsider the strueture sheaf OF of a single p -fibre F c X. By

formula (21) one has the speetral sequenee:

For the normal bundle lVX/F one has the exact sequenee:
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Obviously, the normal bundle lVy/ F 1S trivial, while

Since F is a projective space and since there are no extension groups between O( -1)

and -CJ on a projective space, it follows that the above short exact sequence splits.

Then the spectral sequence gives conditions ji) of the theorem 1.1 . This proves the

proposition.

Lemma 3.3 Let j : D -t Z be the embedding of a smooth divisor in a smooth

algebraic variety Z of dimension n . Consider for an object A E D~oh(X) an exaet

triangle with the earwnieal seeond rnor'phism:

A --+ j'" j",A --+ A

Then A ~ A (9 GD ( -D)[I] .

Proof. The functor j", eoincides with <I> E (in notations of eh.l), where E = Ga

is the strueture sheaf of the graph subvariety G for j in D x Z . By lemma 1.2

the adjoint functor j* is isomorphie to WE' ,where E' = EV Q9 7r"'wz[n] (7r is the

projection of D x Z to Z). Sinee

one has E' = Ge .

By proposition 1.4 in order to calculate j*j", one has to find P13",(P23"'Oe 0

P12 "'Oe) , where Pij are the projections from the product D x Z x D along the

k -th component, where {ijk} = {123} .

Note that

where G x D and D x Gare regarded as subvarieties in D x Z x D of eodimension

n . These varieties intersect along the subvariety, which is the image of the morphism

(id, j, id) : D --+ D x Z x D . It is of eodimension 2n - 1 , hence a non-transversal

intersection.
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FortunatelYl both G x D and D x G lie in the image of ß 3 : D3 --+ D x Z x D 1

where they Ineet transversally.

This helps to compute 1{i (CJGxD 0 CJ DxG). Indeed, one can consider the tensor

product CJGxD 0 CJ DxG as the restrictioll of CJ DxG to G x D . Restricting first to

the divisor D3
1 we obtain:

LOß 3 CJDx G = CJDXG,

LI ß 3 0DxG = CJDxG( -D3
),

L iß 3CJDxG = 0, for i > 1.

Then restrietion to G X D E D X Z X D and projection along Z give that

the complex Je = P13.(P23·oG 0 P12*Oa) E D~oh(D X Z) has only two cohomology

sheaves. Namely,

1{O(JC) = Oß,

1{-1 (K) = Oß 0 1f·O( -D).

Therefore one has the exact tri angle

Applying functors, corresponding to objects from this triangle to arbitrary A E

D~oh (D) one get the proof.

Denote by D(X) the full subcategory of D~oh(X) , which is the image of D~oh(X)

with respect to the functor rr* and by D(Y)k the fuH subcategories of D~oh(X)

which are the images of D~oh(Y) with respect to the functors j.(Oy(k) 0 p.(.)) .

Proposition 3.4 The sequence

(D(Y)-r+l' ... , D(Y)-l, D(X))

b -is a semiorthogonal sequence 0f adm issib/e subcategoTies i 11 Dcoh (.~) .

Proof. 1). Let j.A E D(Y)k and j.B E D(Y)m with r - 2 2:: k - m > 0

That means

(22)

for same A', B' E D~oh(Y) .
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vVe have an exact triangle:

and by lemma 3.3 an isomorphism

.4 ~ A (9 Oy(l)[l].

Furthermore:

Hom(A, B) ~ Hom(p· A' 0 Oy(k) , p.B' 0 Oy(m)) ~

Hom(p·A' l p.B' 0 Oy(m - k)) ~ Hom(A' 1 p.(p. Bf (9 Oy(m - k))) ~

Hom(A' 1 Bf 0 p.CJy(m - k)).

From vanishing of P.Oy( -11,) = 0 ,with r - 1 ~ n > 0 we obtain:

Hom(A, B) = O.

Analogously

Hom(A 1 B) = O.

Then, triangle (23) gives

Hom(j.A, j.B) = o.

This proves semiorthogonality for the sequence of the subcategories

(D(Y)-r+l' ... ,D(Y)-l)'

(23)

2). If 7J". A E D(X) and j.B E D(Y)m for -r +1 ::; m ::; -1 with B heing of the

form (22), then

This is equal to zero, because p.B = P.. (p" B' 0 Oy(m)) = B' (9 p.. Oy(m) = 0 .

Theorem 3.5 In the above notations, the semiorthogonal sequence 0/ admissible

subcafegories

(D(Y)-r+l' ... ,D(Y)-l' D(X))
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gene'rates the catego1'Y D~oh (){)

Proof. See [OJ.

This theorem gives a semiorthogonal decomposition of the derived category

D~oh(~:\;) on a blow-up X. It was used in [0] for constructing a fuU exceptional

sequence in D~oh (_:\;) , starting [rom such seqllences on X and Y.

Now we explore the behaviollr of the derived categories of coherent sheaves with

respect to simplest flip and flop transformations.

Let Y· be a smooth subvariety of a smooth algebraic variety X such that Y ~ pk

and IVXjY ~ Oy (-1 )$(1+1) wi th I::; k .

If now X is a blow-up of X along Y 1 then exceptional divisor Y ~ pk X pi

is isomorphie to the product of projective spaces. This allows HS to blow down X in

such a way that Y project to the second component pi of the product. As a result

we obtain a smooth algebraic variety X+ with subvariety Y+ ~ pi . This situation

is depicted in the foUowing diagram:

The birational n1ap X --+ X+ is a simple example of flip, for I < k 1 and flop,

for I = k , transformations.

One can easily calculate that for the restriction 0x(Y)ly there exists an isomor

phism

CJ1y (Y)ly ~ O( -1) [8J O( -1),

\Vhere O( -1) t8J O( -1) := p. 01" (-1) es> p+- Oy+ (-1) . For subsequent calculations we

need the formula for the canonical sheaJ w'X of the blow-up.
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Further, by the adjunction formula we know that

Combining these facts we conclude that

WJ';(!V ~ (rr·wx (8) CJJy(lY))lv ~ p'"(wxI
Y

) (8) (Jx(lY)Iy: ~ CJ(-k)0 0(-1).

Next i5 the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 3.6 In the above notations) the funetor

is fuil and faithful.

Proof. We have to show that for any pair of objects A, B c D~oh (X+) there is an

isomorphism

For the left hand side we have a canonical isomorphism

Consider an exact triangle:

Applying to it the functor I-Iom(·, rr+· B) we find that if

Hom(A, rr+- B) = 0,

(24)

(25)

(26)

then the right hand side of (24) is isomorphie to Hom(rr+-A, rr+- B) . Since rr+ IS

an instance of a blow up morphism, by proposition 3.1 we have an isomorphism:

Hom(rr+- A , rr+-B) ~ Hom( A, B).

Hence we need to check (26).
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Again by proposition 3.1 7r* is full and faithful, 01', in other words, 1T .1T* is

iSOITIOrphie to the identi ty funetor. Applying this isomorphism to the objeet 7f", 1T+. A ,

we get the first morphism from the exaet triangle, obtained by applieation of funetor

Ti. to triangle (25):

Therefore, 1T.A = O. Consequently, for any objeet

Hom(iT*C, A) = 0 ,i.e. A E D(){)l. .

Reeall that by theorem 3.5

D(X)l. = (D(Y)_I, ... , D(Y)-l)

C E Db (X+)coh

is a semiorthogonal deeomposition of the eategory D(X).1.. The notations D(Y)-k

are fixed before proposition 3.4 .

Ir we ehoose full exeeptional sequenees in eaeh D(Y)-i, then gathering them

together we obtain a full sequenee in D(X).1.. The following one will be eonvinient

for us:

D()().1. = ( j.(O( -k) ~ O( -I)),

j .. (O( -k + 1) [8] O(-l +1)),

j*(O ~ CJ( -l)),

j*(O(l) ~ CJ(-l + 1)),

j*( O(-l - 1) ~ CJ( -1)))

Let us divide this sequenee in two parts A and B, such that

D(X).1. = (B,A)

be a semiorthogonal decomposition for D(X).1. with A and B being the subcat

egories generated by j.(O( i) (31 O(s)) with i ~ 0 and i < 0 respeetively. U

1 ::; i ::; k and 1::;.5::; l then the objeet j* (O( -i) (8J CJ( -s)) belongs to simultane

ousIy D(X).1. and D(.X+).1.. Therefore, applying the funetor Hom with the target

in this objeet to exaet triangle (25) we obtain:

Hom(Ä, j*(CJ( -i) [8J O(-s))) = 0,
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Since ii E D{-~).L , it immediately follows that A E A. Further, we notice that

A 0wx E D(X+).L , because w1Y !v ~ V(-k) (8J O(-l) and l::; k. Therefore, for

B E D~oh (~~+)

Hom(1r+- B, .4 (9 w1Y ) = O.

Hence by Serre duality (26) folIows. This proves the theorem.

REMARIC For the case of flop ( l = k ) the fnnetor 7[.7[+- is an equivalence of

triangulated categories.

Now we investigate more carefully 3-dimensional flops.

Let f: X --t Y be a proper birational morphism between compaet threefolds,

which blow down only an indecomposable curve C. Assurne that X is smooth

and C· !(x = O. Then C ~ Cpl and Nx /c is equal to either O( -1) E9 O(-1)

or 0 E9 O(-2) ,or 0(1) E9 O(-3) (see, e.g. [CKNIJ). There exist in this situation

a smooth compact threefold X+ with a curve C+ C X+ and with a morphism

j+ : X+ -t Y , which blows down only the curve C+, and with birational, but not

biregular, map g: X -t X+ , which is embedded in the eommutative triangle

x ------~------~ x+

\ /+
Y

Such X+ is unique (see [Ko]). Birational map 9 is called flop; ginduces

isomorphism X \ C .::+ X+ \ C+ . Let us remark that the curve C+ also has trivial

interseetion with !(x+ and its normal bundle is of the same kind as the one on C.

If the curve C has the normal bundle either of the first or of the second kind, i.e.,

isomorphie to O( -1) ffi O( -1) or 0 ffi tJ( -2) ) then, following NI. Reid [R], we eall

it (-2) -curve.

\Ve are going to prove that if 4~ and X+ are related by flop with (-2) -eurve,

then D~oh(X) is equivalent to D~oh(X+),

This supplies thc following
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Conjecture. If two smooth varieties are related by flop, then the derived eategories

of eoherent sheaves on them are equivalent as triangulated eategories.

Comment. By [Ko] any birational transformation between two 3-dimensional

Calabi-Yau varieties can be decomposed in a sequenee of flops. Therefore the eonjec

ture would imply equivalence of the derived eategories of any two birationally iSOITIOr

phie :3-dimensional Calabi-Yau 'So

Let us remark that there exist examples of flops on threefolds with the normal

bundle lVx /c = 0(1) EB O( -3) .

Consider a smooth eompact threefold X with a eurve C ~ CpI , whieh is a

(-2) -curve. Then there exist a flop X -t X+ . It is known an explicit decomposition

for it in the so called 'pagoda' of NI. Reid:

Here -'-'I is a blow-up of X in a curve C, EI the exeeptional divisor of this

transformation, which is isomorphie to F2 • The exceptional section SI Y EI also

is a (-2) -curve on Xl, so X 2 is the blow-up of XI in SI and so on. Finally

we obtain a threefold )(n with a divisor En ~ Fz and with the section Sn l such

that lVXn/Sn = O( -1) EB O( -1) . The blow-up of X n in Sn is a threefold X with

the exeeptional divisor E ~ pI X pI . Contracting it in the other direction we obtain

x;t. Further, contracting one-by-one the proper transforms of divisors En , ... , EI

we break our way through to a threefold X+ . See detals in the original paper [R].

All maps .~i -t .~t are flops too. \Ve are going to proeeed by induction on the

length of the 'pagoda'.

Denote by 1Ti the birational morphisms X i+1 ---+ Xi anel by I1 i the morphisms

X -t Xi obtained by composition. Similarly (by 7lt and rrt ) for the right side
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of the 'pagoda'. By proposition 3.1 the pull back functor for a blowing up is full and

faithful, therefore the derived categories D~oh(~\'d and D~oh(Xt) can be identified

with the full admissible subcategories in D~oh(X), Denote them D(Xd and D(Xt)

respectively. "Ve have two filtrations on D~oh(X):

D(Xo) C D(Xd C C D(Xn) C D~oh(.}()'

D(Xt) c D()Ci) c c D(X:) c D~oh(X),

Denote Ai (resp., At ) the right orthogonal to D(Xd (resp., D(Xt) ), i.e. Ai =

D(Xdl., At = D(.7\t)l.. Denote Bi the common part of Ai and At, i.e. the full

subcategory, consisting of the objects, which are right orthogonal to D(Xd and to

D()(t) .

Proposition 3.7 In the abotJe notations one has

i) Bi are admissihle subcategories

ii) there exists a semiorthogonal decomposition 0/ the categories Ai and At zn

pairs 0/ admissible subcategories

such that 'Di = Ci 0 wi (i.e. suhcategory 'Di consists 0/ those objects) which are

twists by the canonical shea/ wi 0/ the ohjects /rom Ci)'

Proof. vVe use induction by the length of the 'pagoda'. The base of the induction is

a flop in a curve with normal bundle O( -1) EB O( -1) .

In aur notations we have the subcategories D(Xn ) and D(X:). Moreover, we

can choose the following decompositions for An and A~ (theorem 3.5 )

An = (OE( -I' - In), OE( _ln)),

A~ = (OE( -I' - 2["), GE(-/' - 1")),

where I' and 1" are fibres of the projections of E to Sn and S: respectively. It

follows that Bn is a subcategory generated by one exceptional object OE(-I' -1") ,

hence admissible, and Cn and 'Dn are also generated by one object Os( -1") and

OE( -1'2 - 1") respectively.
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\Ve have the formula for the restrietion of WS! to E:

W~y IE = O(-I' - In).

It follows that 'Dn = Cn G W~Y'

Now suppose that for i > 0 we have already proved that Bi are admissible, and

that Ai and At have semiorthogonal decompositions

Let us prove it for i = 0 .

Again by theorem 3.5 we have the decomposition

where SI is the dass of the exceptional section of EI ~ F 2 and LI is a fibre. The

decomposition for Ao folIows:

Now we shall show that

There exists an exact sequence on .~I':

where r is a curve from the linear system ISI + 21 11 on EI . The main point here is

that rn SI = 0 ,i.e. r does not intersect with the locus for the blowing up of Xl .

Therefore

(we identify the curve r with its proper transform on xi ).
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Moreover, IIiOE\ = CJz 1 where Z = Ui=1 Ei UE ,i.e. CJz = nt·oEi . Again

using the fact that the pull back functor for a blowing up is full and faithful, we

immediately obtain

(27)

Consider again the decomposition for Ao :

A o = (Al, II~OE1(-Sl - 2ld, II~OE1(-Sl -ld)=

= (BI' Cl: II~OEI (-SI - 2ld, II~CJE\ (-SI - ld).

For any object C C Clone has:

Hom(C, rr~OE1(-Sl - 21d) ~ Hom(II~OE1(-Sl - 21d, C 0 wx[3]r ~

~ Hom(IIt·OE+(-sT - 21t), C 0wx[3])* = O.
\

The last equation is due to the fact that C <& wi E VI , i.e. it belongs to D(Xi)1- .

Therefore, the subcategory Cl and the object II~OEI(-s} - 21d are both

sides mutually orthogonal. This means that we can exchange their positions in the

semiorthogonal decompositian

Ao = (BI, IIi OE\(-SI - 21d, CI, IIiOE1(-Sl -ld)·

It follows from (27) that the object IIiOE t (-SI - 2ld is orthogonal [rom the right to

both D(Xo) and D(Xri).

Therefore, we have the semiorthagonal decomposition for Ba:

hence Bo is admissible.

For Co we have the decomposition:

Now let us consider a subcategory At. We can choase the fallowing decomposition

for it
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= ('01 : B1,rrt*OEt(-st- 3lt), rrt-V Et(-st- 2li)).
Now we shall show that

(28)

It follows from here that:

first, the objects B1 and I1t*0 E+ (-st- 31t) are both sides mutually orthogonal.
I

Therefore, one can exchange their positions in the decomposition for At , because for

any object B E B1

second, for Va one has the decomposition

This implies that Da = Co ® W}( , because for D1 we have such decomposition by

induction, hence (28) allows us to claim this for Da .

Thus, the proof of the proposition follows from the

Lemma 3.8 In the above notations one has:

Proof. Standart calculations for blow-ups give that the restriction of WXI to EI lS

an invertible sheaf OEt (-S1 - 2ld . Further, rriWx t ~ I1t*wxt ' because

and

(we denote by common letter Ei the exceptional divisor on Xi as weIl as its proper

transforms on .X"i+1, ... ,X ).

One has
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0Et(-st - 3Lt) = CJEt(-Lt) 0Wxt·

Therefore, it is sufficient to show that

This fact we shall prove also by induction on the length of the 'pagoda'.

The base of the induction: Consider Xn and OEn(ln) . Then for II~OEn(ln) we

have the exact sequence:

Let us twist it by W/? . vVe know that

and

WXnl = CJ En (-Sn - 2Ln), CJx(E)1 = OEn(Sn),
En En

W}( = CJE ( -l' - L").

Therefore

From the other hand, for I1~*OE;t( -L~) we have the short exact sequence

Keeping in mind that E;; = En on X and that EXe(OE( -I') , CJ E ( -Sn -ln)) IS

one dimensional we conclude that

Ta make one step of the induction is in this case practically the same as to check the

base of the induction. Namely, for 7riOE1 Ud one has the short exact sequence on

)(2 :
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Lifting it up to )( and twisting by wi one obtains:

(we use here the fact that EI n E2 = (/) ,for i > 2 ).

By hypothesis of the induction

and the sheaf CJEt (-SI -lt} coineides with GE +( -si - li). Using as above that
1

Exe(II;OE+ (-l2) , CJE +(-si - Li)) is of dimension 1, we obtain:
2 1

IlioEI (lI) (8) W~y ~ IIi*OEt( -lI)'

This proves the lemma and, consequently, proposition 3.7 .

Theorem 3.9 The functor

is an equivaLence of trianguLated categories.

Proof. Let us consider two objeets A, B E D~oh (X+) , then we have:

There exists an exact triangle:

Since by proposition 3.1 II*II* is isomorphie to the identity functor on D~oh(X) ,

one can easily see that A E D(X).l. Moreover the group of the homomorphisms

from A to any object of the subcategory Bo is trivial, for so are the groups of the

homomorphisms from the other members of the exact triangle. Therefore A E C .

It follows that

Hom(A, rr+* B) ~ Hom(II+* B, A (8) wx[3]f = 0,

because Ä (8) W.y E 'D C D(){+).l .
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Therefore,

Hom(ILI1+· A, 11.11+· B) ~ Hom(I1+· A, 11+· B) ~ Hom(A 1 B).

The latter isomorphism is due to fully faithfulness of 11+· (by proposition 3.1 ).

This proves that 11.11+· is full and faithful.

Now suppose that I1.I1+· is not an equivalence. Then I1.I1+· D~oh (X+) is a

full subcategory in D~oh ()[). [t is admissible, that is, there exists a non-zero left

orthogonal to it.

Let Z E 1.I1.I1+·D~oh(X+) be a non-zero object. Then

It follows that

l.e. rr* Z e; Wx E At = (7)0, Bo) . Let I( E 7)0 ,then I( = 1(' e; Wj; with 1(' E Co .

Further,

Hom(I1*Z ® wf< , I() ~ Hom(rr* Z , 1(') = 0,

as J(' E Co C D(X)1. .

It follows that 11* Z0wj; E Bo C D(X)1. ,in other words, for every M E D~oh(X)

Hom(l1* At! , TI· Z 0 Wj;) = o.

From the other hand, by Serre duality one has:

Hom(l1· Z[-3] , rr* Z e; Wj;) ~ Hom(II* Z , 11·Zr # o.

This proves that 1. IT.I1+* D~oh (X+) is zero. Therefore Il.TI+* is an equivalence of

categories.

REMARK. The therem on existence of flip is valid only in the category of Moishezon

varieties. Though we have considered here only algebraic yarieties, all the same works

with minor changes in the ~Ioishezon case.
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4 Reconstruction of a variety from the derived

category of coherent sheaves.

We have seen above that there exist examples of different varieties having equivalent

the derived categories of coherent sheaves. Does it mean that D~oh(X) is a weak

invariant of a variety? In this chapter we are going to show that this is not the case.

Specifically, we prove that a variety is uniquely determined by its category, if its

anticanonical (FanD case) or canonical (general type case) dass is ample. In fact, the

proof indicates that obstructions to the reconstruction mostly due to (partial) triviality

of the canonical dass. The idea is that for good, in the above sense, varieties we can

recognize the one-dimensional skyskraper sheaves in D~oh (X) , using nothing but the

triangulated structure ofthe category. The main tool for this is the Serre functor (see

ch.2).

Let D be a k-linear triangulated category. Denote by FD the Serre functor in

D (in case it exists). Recall, that if D = D~oh(X) 1 where X is an algebraic variety

of dimension n, then by Serre-Grothendieck duality:

(29)

where Wx is the canonical sheaf on X .

Definition 4.1 An object P E D is calied point object 0/ codimention s, if

i) FD(P) ~ P[s],

ii) Hom<O(p, P) = 0,

-iii) HomO( P 1 P) = k.

Proposition 4.2 Let X be a smooth algebraic variety of dimension n with the

ample canonical or anlicanonical sheaf. Then an object P E D~h(X) is a point object,

iff P ~ Ox[r] is isomorphie (up to translation) to a one-dimensional skyscraper sheaf

of a closed point x EX.

REMARK. Since X has an ample invertible sheaf it is projective.
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Proof. Any one-dimensional skyscraper sheaf obviously satisfies properties of a point

ohject of the same codimension as the dimension of the variety.

Suppose now that for some object P E D~oh (X) propert ies i)-i ii) of defini ti on 4.1

are verified.

Let }{i are cohomology sheaves of P . It immediately follows from i) that s = n

and }{i 0 Wx = }{i. Since Wx is an ample or antiample sheaf, we conclude that

H i are finite length sheaves, Le. their support are isolated points. Sheaves with the

support in different points are homologically orthogonal, therefore any such object

decomposes irrto direct some of those having the support of all cohomology sheaves in

a single point. By iii) the object P is indecomposable. Now consider the spectral

sequence, which calculates Homm(p, P) by Exti(}{j, }{k) :

E~,q = EB ExtP(}{j, }{k) =? Homm(p, P).
k-j=q

Let us mention that for any two finite length sheaves having the same single point

as their support, there exists a non-trivial homomorphism from one to the other, which

sends generators of the first one to the soele of the second.

Considering Homm(Hi, Hk) with minimal k - j , we ohserve that this non

trivial space survives at Eoo , heuce by ii) k - j = 0 . That means that all hut one

cohomology sheaves are zero. lvIoreover, iii) implies that this sheaf is a one-dimensional

skyscraper. This concludes the proof.

Now having the skyscrapers we are ahle to reconstruct the invertihle sheaves.

Definition 4.3 An object l E D is cailed invertible if fOT any point object P E D

there exist s E Z such that

i) Hom~(L, P) = k,

ii) Homi
( L, P) = 0, for i i= s

Proposition 4.4 Let 4){ be a smooth irreducible algebraic variety. Assume that alt

point objeets have the form Ox[s] fOT some x E X, s E·Z. Then an objeet L E D

is invertibleJ iff L:::' .c[p] fOT same linear veetoT bundle .c on X .
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Proof. For a linear bundle L we have:

Therefore, if L = L:[s] , then it is an invertible object.

Now let 1{i are the cohomology sheaves for an invertible object L:. Consider the

spectral sequence, which calculates Hom·(L:, CJx ) for a point x E X by means of

Hom i (1{i, Ox) :

Let 1{QO be the non-zero cohomology sheaf with maximal index. Then for

any point x E X from the support of 1{qO Hom(HqO, C'x) =I o. Eut both

Hom(1{qO , 0 x) and Ext 1(1-lqO , 0 x) are int act by differen ti al of the spect ral se

quance. Therefore, by definition of an invertible object we obtain that for any point

x from the support of lI.QO

a) Hom(1{QO, V x ) = k,

b) Ext 1(HqO , Ox) = O.

Since X is smooth and connected it follows the 1{QO is a locally free one dimen

sional sheaf on X .

This implies that Exti(1iQO , Ox) = 0 for i > 0 and Hom(1iQO - 1 , Ox) are intact

by differentials of the spectral sequence. This means that Hom(HQO-l, C'x) = 0 , for

any x EX, i.e. 1iqO - 1 = 0 . Repeting this argument for Hq with smaller q, we

easily see that all Hq ,except q = qo , are zero. This proves the proposition.

Now we are ready to prove the reconstruction theorem. Linear bundles help us to

'glue' points together.

Theorem 4.5 Let X be a smooth irTeducible projective variety with ample eanonical

or anticanonical sheaf. /f D = D~h(X) is equivalent as a triangulated eategory to

D~oh (X') JOT some other smooth algebraie variety )(' J then X is isomorphie to X' .

This theorem is stronger than just a reconstruction for a variety with ample canon

ical or anticanonical sheaf from its derived category.

One have to be careful: since X' Inight not have ample canonieal or anticanonieal

sheaf, the situation is not symmetrie with respect to X and X'.
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"'vVe divide the proof in several steps, so that the reconstruction procedure was

transparent.

Proof. Step 1. Denote PD the set of isomorphism classes of the point objects in

D, Px the set of isomorphism classes of objects in D~oh(X)

Px := {Ox[k] Ix E X, k E Z}.

Ey proposition 4.2 PD ==- Px. Obviously, P~"( C PD. Suppose that there is an

object P C PD , which is not contained in P'x . Since PD ~ Px 1 any two objects in

PD either are homologically mutually orthogonal or belong to a common orbit with

respect to the translation functor. It follows that P E D~oh (X') is orthogonal to any

skyscraper sheaf Ox i , x' E ..)(' . Hence P is zero. Therefore, P~"( = PD = Px .

Step 2. Denote by 'cD the set of isomorphism classes of invertible objects in D,

L.x the set of isomorphism classes of objects in D~oh(X)

.cx := { L[k] IL is linear bundle on X, k E Z}.

By step 1 both varieties X and X' satisfy the assumptions of proposition 4.4 . It

follows that Lx = 'cD =.c'x .

Step 3. Let us fix same invertible object Lo in D, which is a linear bundle

on X. By step 2 Lo can be considered, up to translation, as a linear bundle on

X' . Moreover, changing if necessary, the equivalence D~h(X) ~ D~h(X') , by the

translation functor, we can assume that Lo , regarded as an object on X' , is a genuine

linear bundle.

Obviously, by step 1 the set PD C PD

PD := {p E PD IHom(L, P) = k}

coincides with both sets PX = {Ox, x E X} and P:"( = {Ox i , X' E X'} . This gives us

a pointwise identification of X with X' .

Step 4. Let now Lx (resp., I'x) be the subset in .cD of linear bundles on X

(resp., on X').

They can be recognized from the triangulated structure of D as follows:

l'x = Lx = lD := {L E ,C I Hom(L, P) = k for any P E PD}'
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For a E Hom(L 1 , L 2 ) ,where Lt, L2 E ID ,and P E PD , denote by ap the

induced morphism:

O:p : Hom(L2 , P) --t Hom(L1 1 P),

and by Vo the subset of those objects P from PD for which ap f. 0 . Ey [Il] any

algebraic variety has an ample system of linear bundles. This means that Uo , for all

0:, LI, L2 1 gives a base for the Zariski topologies on both X and X'. This means

that the topologies on X and X' coincide.

Step 5. Since codimension of all point objects are equal to dimension of X and

of X' , we have dimX = dimX'. Then, formula (29) for the Serre functor shows

that the operations of twisting by the canonical sheaf of )( and XI induce equal

transformations on the set ID.

Let Li = FiLo[-ni] . Then {Li} is the orbit of Lo with respect to twisting by

the canonical sheaf.

Sillce Wx is ample or antiample, the set of all Uo:, where a runs all elements

from Hom(Li , L j ), i,j E Z , is the base of the Zariski topology on ~y., hence, by

step 4, on XI . That means that canonical sheaf of XI is also ample or, respectively,

antiample.

This means that if we consider the graded algebra A with graded components

and with obvious ring structure, then ProjA = X = XI . This finishes the proof.

The problem of reconstructing of a variety from its derived category i8 closely

related to the problem of computing the group of auto-equivalences for D~oh (X) . For

ample canonical or anticanonical dass we have the following

Theorem 4.6 Let X be a smooth irredueible projective variety with amp/e eanon

ical or antieanonical dass. Then the group 0/ isomorphism classes 0/ exaet auto

equivalences D~oh (X) --+ D~oh (X) is generated by the automorphisms 0/ the varietYJ

the twists by linear bundles and the translations.

Proof. Assurne for definiteness that the canonical dass' is ample. Let us look more

carefully at the proof of theorem 4.5 for the case )( = XI . At step 3 we can choose
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Lo = 0 , and using twists by linear bundles and translations, we ean assurne that our

funetor sends 0 to O. Then, step 5 gives us an automorphism of the eanonieal

ring. Sinee the eanonieal dass is ample, automorphisms of the ring are in one-to-one

eorrespondenee with those of the variety. Therefore, eomposing our funetor with an

automorphism of the variety, we ean assurne that it induees the trivial automorphism

of the eanonical ring.

Thus we have a funetor, whieh sends the trivial linear bundle and any power of

the eanonieal bundle to themselves and preserves homomorphisms between all these

bundles. Sueh a funetor is isomorphie to the identity functor.

Indeed, it preserves the abelian subeategory of pure sheaves, beeause the sheaves

ean be eharaeterized as the objeets having trivial Romi ,for i f:. 0 from a suffieiently

negative power of the eahonical sheaf. Any sheaf has aresolution by direct sums of

powers of the eanonical dass. Our funetor sends such aresolution to isomorphie one,

i.e. any sheaf goes to isomorphie one. Since the sheaves generate the derived category,

we are done.

The problem of computing the group of auto-equivalences for the ease of non-ample

eanonical or anticanonical dass seems to be of considerable interest.
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